Niagara Peninsula Hawkwatch

Newsletter No.4, February 1992

, MARK YOUR CALENDAR!

NIAGARA PENINSULA HAWKWATCH
ANNUAL BANQUET

SECOND ANNUAL OPEN HOUSE
FRIDAY, APRIL 17, 1992

SATURDAY, MARCH 48, 1992

(RAIN DATE: SATURDAY, APRIL 18, 1992) .

Did you enjoy last year's banquet and slide show?
, Well, this year will be just as good or better. The location
is once again Stoney Ridge Winery's Puddicombe Farm and
the speaker is Don Fowler, Coordinator of the Hawk Cliff
Raptor Banding Station near St. Thomas. After fifteen
years of banding Don has plenty of hawk stories, and lots
of excellent slides to boot.
There will be a wine tasting before supper as well
as' a slide quiz for the fun of it and a bucket raffle. This will,
be an enjoyable evening so get your tickets now. There are
only 38' available; priced at $15 for members and $20 for
non-members. Ask' anyone on the Executive for them.
Their names and phone numbers are in this newsletter. .

. The hawks will be opento the public on April 17
when NPH holds its second Open House. Let's hope 'for
the right weather and a good flight - just like last year,
except possibly with a few more heat units.
Throughout the day, members of the Hawkwatch
will help beginners to .see and identify hawks passing over
Beamer. (Volunteers are wanted for this.) Bruce and Daina
Hunter of the Wild Bird Clinic at the University of Guelph
will be back to show visitors some hawks in the hand and
the very welcome coffee truck will once again be parked in
the' traffic circle.
Be sure to invite your family and friends; it'll be a'
good day for them and the hawks, we hope.

AUNTIE M.E. WANTS YOU - ·PLEASE HELP

UNUSUAL BIRDS TO BE NOTED

Hawkwatchers are asked to please help Mary Ellen
from desending into bankruptcy by calling her at (416) 937~
7671, evenings from 7PM-10PM, to schedule hawkwatching
day(s) for 1992. We need your help, especially on weekdays.
Early May is a tough time. We understand the
inclination to head for the woods and look for warblers and
such, but our work needs attention too. If enough people
offer to help, it should be easy to fill in all the dates.
If you are interested in becoming a counter, be
sure to let Mary Ellen know. Many of our observers are
glad to share the work and help newcomers.

The Hamilton Bird Records Commmittee would
like to ask hawkwatchers to help with their work by noting
unusual birds seen at Beamer on. the back of Hawkwatch
report forms.
In the past few years the H.B.R.C. has heard that
a Sandhill Crane, it Wild Turkey, and at least one Greater
White-fronted Goose have been seen from the parking lot,
but they do 'not have the written reports necessary to make
the sightings official. Early sightings or unusual numbers of
regular species should also be reported. Any help members
can give will be appreciated.
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NIAGARA PENINSULA HAWKWATCU MIGRATION CALENDAR
FOR BEAMER CONSERVATION AREA
NOTES:
) arrow:
1) Species initials and Right ( -> ) or Left ( <~
zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA

This combination indicates the start or end of the normal (at Beamer) migration period for that species. The same in '
bold typ.e ~dicates the start or end of a noticeable peak p'eri~d for that species. The box in which this combination is, :
located indicates the day and month on which the period IS likely to start.
. ",
,
'
, '
2) A number, followed by species initials, followed by

a slash ( / )' and a two-digit number:
,

,

This combinationindicates the largest number (the first number) ever s~en ~ ,one.day of .tha~ species; the two-digit
number followmg the / indicates the year In which this occurred. the box m which this combmation IS located mdicates
the day and month on which the event occurred. Example: 390 RS /90 in the March 15 box indicates that the highest
number of Sharp-shinned Hawks recorded in one day was 390, seen on MarchIzi, 1990.
"
,
BW - Broad-winged Hawk
RT - Red-tailed Hawk
, SW - Swainson's Hawk
RL - Rough-legged Hawk
AK - American KestrelML - Merlin '
PF - Peregrine Falcon
GF - Gyrfalcon , '

TV - Turkey Vulture,
OS - Osprey
,
BE - Bald Eazle
GE - Golden Eagle
,
NH - Northern Harrier
SS -, Sharp-shinned Hawk
CH - Cooper's Hawk
NG - Northern Goshawk
RS - Red-shouldered Hawk

,

,

,

,

'

'

,

The following information: based on 16 years of data from the Beamer Hawkwatch, has been updated to show significant'
1991 events:
'
"
Largest number of raptors in one season: 19,724 in 1985
MARCH
1
RT-> RL->
CH-> NG->
, BE-> GE->
8
RL->

2
NH-> RS~>
AK-> TV->

3

9
RT·> '

10
AK->

4

5

6

7,

13

14
RS-> NG->

"

12

11

44AK /90
15
CH-> SS->

16

17
"

390 RS /90
22

18
BE->

20
TV..:>

21

26

27
NH-> OS-> ,

28

7 GE/86
23

24

25

2'PF /91 "
7GU88 '
748
/88

11 NG /84
29

19

30

2PF /90

31

Largest # of raptors in mo~th: 5670 in March 1988; Largest # of raptors in one day in month: 2080 on M~ch 26, 1988
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APRIL
1

2
<-RS

4

3

5
ME-> Pf->

2 PF /91
8

9

<-w

22

35 CH /88

10.
11
13
14
12
<-RT SS->
OS->
BW-> zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
28 zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVU
22.RL /91
90S /

16
<-BE

17

18

2 PF /90
26 NH /89

3 ME /88

1556 SS /76

23

24
<-NG

25

19
BW->

26

20

21

1 GF /77

6007 BW /85·

27

28
<-AK

9 OS /88
1 SW /88
29

7

NHI11

706 RT /87
15

6

3 ME /90
30
<oCR <-RL zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
..

4. GE /83
Largest #·of raptors in month: 15,012 in Apri11984; Largest # of raptors in one day in month: 7007 on Apri121; 1985
MAY
1

2
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5

4
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<-NH <-BW
<-BE <-PF
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8

9
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<.SS
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14

15
<-RL <-ME
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17

18
<-NG
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22
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<-OS <-GE

25
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28

29
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Largest # of raptors in month: 2695 in May 1980; Largest # of raptors in 'one day in month: 1492 on May 4, 1989
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WILL THERE BE WTS zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
OF. GOSHAWKS-THIS SPRING?
by Bruce Duncan
There were 20
zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
Northern Goshawks seen last spring at Beamer. That compares with other years as follows:

YEAR

1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987·1988
1989
1990
1991

GOSHAWKS PER
HOURS OF
HUNDRED HOURS
OBSERVATION
NUMBER SEEN
na
12 zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
na
8
na
11
na
3
na
2

5
8
51
73
67
25
21
31
27
14
24
20

529
562
583
. 565
565
609
576
682
608
499
575
548

0.9
1.4
8.7
12.9
11.8
4.1
3.6 4.5

4.4
.2.8 4.2
3.7
cause this dramatic decline in hare and grouse numbers, but two things stand out: the drop is sudden, and both
species decline in the same year. There are many young
. Goshawks from the previous breeding season as well as
plenty of adults, all of whom have had no trouble finding
food. Suddenly, there are few prey and many predators.
The Goshawks begin to search elsewhere and many
move south. This has happened in the fall of 1991.
Since those birds will return to the northern
range next spring, we will see more than. the small
_ numbers of recent years at Beamer. There should also
be an "echo flight" next year. These are the ones who
survive this year's .low prey numbers in the north and come south again next fall. Because few will nest this
year, the majority seen in 1993 will be adults.
Although there are no numbers available for
hours of observation until 1980, the numbers of
Goshawks noted in the table are lower from 1975 ., 1981
compared to 1984 - 1991. These are both periods when
most Goshawks are staying in the north because their
prey populations are sufficient to keep them through the
winters. The ones that appear at our migration lookouts
are usually immatures, some of whom migrate in every _
year, no matter what the prey situation. The lower
numbers of the seventies reflect, I think, fewer observers
at Beamer and less familiarity with scarcer species. Now,
we have more eyes watching the - sky, and more
experience behind those eyes. It makes a difference.

Goshawks are seen in good numbers in migration in
this part of the country on an - approximate ten-year
cycle. The table shows that the springs of 1982-84 were
the last high point in the cycle. Ten years have passed
since the start of that peak Will 1992 bring us a lot of
northward-bound Goshawks? I think so.
For spring hawk watchers, the previous fall provides
clues about the return flight. Autumn 1991 produced a
good flight of Northern Goshawks in southern Ontario,
_ with counts as high as 28 in one day at Holiday Beach
Migration Observatory near Windsor, and a catch of
over 30 at the Hawk Cliff raptor banding station near st.
Thomas. Those are high numbers compared to recent
years.
- Why does the count go so high every decade? The
answer is straightforward: food: Goshawksliving in the
. north have fewer food choices than those that breed in
this part of the country, In winter, the key prey are
Ruffed Grouse and Snowshoe Hares which,
unfortunately for the Goshawk, have a population cycle
of abundance and scarcity that repeats every ten years ..
At peaks .Goshawks raise many young easily. Finding
pickings easy when they leave their parents, those young
- - stay in the north and we have years like 1975 -1981
when we see very few birds.
Once the prey population peaks, it quickly outpaces
the carrying capacity of the land and suddenly collapses.
There are many factors in addition to too little food that
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GOOD zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQP
WEATHER.

When I looked over the flight information during
the last big springs for Goshawks; I found that most
came through during late March and early April although certainly not all. There were good days in the
last half of some Aprils as well, perhaps composed
mostly of imm:atures who do not feel the urgency adults
do to return to the breeding grounds to nest. Good days
for Goshawks were also good days for other species
indicating there are no special weather conditions that
. bring this species. Some of the best days Were:
Mar
Mar
Mar
Mar
Apr

24,1984
25,1984
26,1984
30,1983
01, 1984·

April 02,1983

11
7
5
6
5

Mar
Apr
Apr
Apr
Apr

9

Apr 25,1982

Comprehensive weather forecasts are available
on the American PBS network [Channels 21 (Rochester) zyxwvutsrqponm
.& 54 (Erie)] at 7:45AM, Monday-Friday. Environment
Canada provides an excellent local forecast tape 24
hours a day (updated hourly between 6AM-9PM) from
the Hamilton Airport Weather Office at MountHopecall (416) 679-3361.Two other sources are the Canadian
. Weather Network and the Weather Channel (USA).

24, 1999 11
02, 1983 9
Q2, 1982 6
16, 1983 5
17, 1983 8

INMEMORlAM
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Now is a good time to bone up on Goshawk ID
features, and to look for a few wintering in the province.
The spring will bring plenty to Beamer .. zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA

Although we· are a young organization, many of our
members have known each other for a lot of years.
Those who have friends in Buffalo will be saddened to
hear of the deaths in 1991 of two members, Ward
Klepfer and Kerr Parker, Jr. The Niagara Peninsula
Hawkwatch Executive and members extend our
. sympathy to both families.

1WELVE YEARS AT BEAMER
by Walter Klabunde
also witnessed a Pileated Woodpecker flying by, heading
east. After Jack's passing I saw two other special birds,
a Sandhill Crane and, in two sucessive years, an Olivesided Flycatcher which spent two or three days at the
edge of. the woods near . the escarpment before
continuing on its way north at the end of May.
My most spectacular hawkwatch incident
occurred several years ago, in March. A Sharpie was
approaching, just over the 'Hempine'. I had my
binoculars trained on the bird as he was stooping at me
- yes, ME!! I actually ducked as lie came in, and of
course he missed me, My only explanation for the
incident was that I was wearing a fur-collared coat,
which might have been mistaken for possible prey.
A specialty which we all enjoyed for five seasons
was the Great Homed Owl, provided by Bob Shillabeer,
which resided near the top of the 'Owl Tree'. Sadly, on
the weekend of May 11-12, 1991, when no hawkwatchers
were present, he 'flew' off, thanks
an unknown
vandal. So we lost our most photographed friend.
.
In the last few years, as my visual acuity has
. dropped, I have been very· thankful for my Beamer
axiom, which says that the number of hawkwatchers
roughly proportional to the number of hawks - most of
the time. Believe me, I am always grateful for all the
assistance I receive, even when I don't get to see the
hawks pointed out to me.
.
See you at Beamer.

Hawkwatching at Beamer over the past twelve years
has produced several different types of highlights.
My first day was late in March of 1979. A fellow
birdwatcher 'from Lewiston and I stood at the edge of
the gorge and counted the hawks coming from. the east
and disappearing over the woods. Then, late in the
afternoon, TUrkey Vultures started to drift in over the
plains. When we left that day, we had counted over 150
TVs. On returning to the parking lot we met George
Meyers, who explained to us that the official lookout for
counting hawks at Beamer was the parking lot, where
we could see the hawks both coming and going.
The only other time I went to the point was on
April 21, 1985. As leader of a BUffalo Ornithological
Society field trip that day, with 30+ birders and the .
parking lot already filled with observers, we went to the
point and. spread out between the two lookouts to
witness what turned out to be Beamer's biggest day so
far. Everyone was amazed at the sight of Broadwings
continuously drifting over Grimsby - as I remember it,
there were 6007 BWs, and 1000 (exactly) miscellaneous
hawks - including Beamer's first Swainson's Hawk. It
Was quite a day.
For the first three years I had an assistant, Jack
Laughton, who came with me regularly, 5 days a week,
right through the end of May. In· those days we
occasionally heard the drumming of Ruffed Grouse,
which apparently is a sound of the past at Beamer. We
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NIAGARA PENINSULA

HON. PRESIDENT:
PRESIDENT:

VICE-PRESIDENT:

HA WKW ATC.H EXECUTIVE:

1991-1992 zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWV
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Bruce Duncan
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.
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